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STAMIKER
plant stem cell, keratin and white Lupin

• repair
• regeneration
• loss prevention against alopecia
STAMIKER is the revolutionary new line of SYSTEMCOIFFEUR treatments. Enriched with
stem cells and Keratin, opera for repair and regeneration of hair. The presence of white
Lupin extract also plays an ancillary action against hair loss.
With STAMIKER fiber is reinforced in its structure and stem the innate resistance of a
natural hair; the skin regains perfect hydrolipidic balance and a complete well-being; hair
loss is contrasted.
High-PERFORMANCE assets:
• STEM CELLS that reactivate the hydrolipidic balance of the skin and regenerate the hair
from the root. Those used in STAMIKER line derived from Syringa Vulgaris, commonly
known as LILACS or serenella. A particular biotechnological process extracts from in vitro
culture of these stem cells, the Verbascoside, a pure active ingredient with a high
antioxidant action (4 times the vitamin C) and aging.
• Keratin that repairs and rebuilds the stem from the very heart of the fibres and the full
length; Keratin, main constituent of hair, is a protein that consists of a long polypeptide
chain helical structure, that contain amino acids, vitamins and trace elements, which
penetrate inside the cuticles, reconstruct the hair and fasten on the stem.
• EXCERPT FROM the WHITE LUPIN, ANAGELINE ®, a patented substance to texture
and flesh out the structure, supporting the prevention of hair loss. Boasting a reactivation
process of hair cycle and reducing the effects of alopecia, with demonstration of clinical
trials.
NEWGEN SHAMPOO
Antiage regenerating and repairing shampoo provides a synergistic action of stem cells
and keratin.
packaging: bottles of 250 and 1000 ml.

MASK NEWGEN
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with plant stem cells and keratin
Mask suitable for damaged hair, brittle and impoverished, acts in synergy with the total
hair repair SHAMPOO NEWGEN STAMIKER. Transforms the surface smooth and silky
matters.
packaging: 500 ml. 250 astucciati from vessels and

DEEP TREATMENT
intensive regeneration treatment
Indicated for treated and coloured hair weak and brittle. Acts on the scalp and hair for total
regeneration and a complete reconstruction: scalp hydrated and nourished; lipid balance
restored; strengthened and vital roots; fiber nourished and more compact and dense
capillary structure; energizing in the prevention of fall.
package: vials of 20 ml in box 6.

FINAL TOUCH
serum Enhancer last touch
Completes and maintains the results of treatment STAMIKER NEWGEN DEEP
TREATMENT. In addition to the stem cells and keratin, the formula is enriched with
panthenol (provitamin B5), which acts by improving visibly the appearance of hair
stressed, damaged and brittle hair. Hair shine with light, sparkle soft and flowing, again
healthy and rejuvenated.
packaging: bottle gift box from 100 ml.

DENSIFYNG TOUCH
densifying Enhancer serum
Densifying for natural hair and purposes that require a reinforcement of capillary mass and
a densifying effect. Enriched with stem cells and keratin, fills out the stem, texturizzandoli
hair from root to tip.
packaging: bottle gift box from 100 ml.
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